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Schunck classes are precisely those classes for which projectors exist in 
each finite soluble group. Therefore, it is natural to consider the partial 
ordering on the family Z of Schunck classes that reflects inclusion between 
the corresponding projectors: Thus, !$ < A if and only if, in every finite 
soluble group, each $-projector is contained in a A-projector. We call the 
relation < strong inclusion and say that fi is strongly contained in A. It is easy 
to verify that it is a relation of partial order that is distinct from, but implies, 
the usual inclusion relation between classes. Strong inclusion was first studied 
by Cline [2], and more recently by D’Arcy [3], for the family 9 of all saturated 
formations. Both authors obtain information about the maximal elements 
of (9, Q) but as yet, a complete description remains elusive. In contrast, 
Doerk [5] has obtained for (X, <) an elegant characterization of its maximal 
elements, and in so doing, has laid the foundations for further investigations. 
A recent paper of Wood [12] th rows further light on the nature of Schunck 
classes by focussing attention on the lattice structure induced by inclusion 
on a certain subfamily 9 of X; this consists of those Schunck classes $j with 
the so-called D-property, that is, the property that the $-projectors are the 
only maximal fi-subgroups of a group. A key to Wood’s work is a construction 
due to Blessenohl called the composite of two or more Schunck classes. We 
describe this in detail on Section 1 and make the elementary observation that 
it provides the requisite join operation to make &’ into a complete lattice. 
The main concern of what follows, however, is to give a practical description 
of the meet operation of this lattice, and to use it to prove that 2, like 
Wood’s sublattice 9, is complemented. 
We shall work entirely within the class 6 of finite soluble groups. Gothic 
capitals will usually be used to denote classes of groups, which, by convention, 
will contain all groups of order 1. Round brackets will denote i.a. the smallest 
class containing the groups shown; thus, for a single group G, the notation (G) 
means the class of all groups isomorphic with G together with all groups of 
order 1.17 will denote the set of prime numbers and N the larger set of natural 
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numbers. If o g n, the complementary set n\u will be denoted by u’. To 
avoid proliferation of suffices, we use C(n) to denote a cyclic group of order n. 
We shall make free use of closure operations on classes of groups; they will 
be denoted by small Roman capitals and their definitions can be found in 
[l, Sect. 11. Wherever practical, we try to conform with the notation of 
Huppert [9]. Thus, H < G will mean H is a subgroup of G. In this case, 
Core,(G) will denote the intersection of the conjugates of H in G. Other more 
specialized symbols and terms will be introduced when they are needed. 
1. THE COMPOSITE OF SCHUNCK CLASSES 
The notion of the composite of a set1 of Schunck classes is introduced by 
Gaschiitz in [6] and attributed to Blessenohl (see [6, Definition 7.37 and 
Theorem 7.381). It suits our purposes to modify their development slightly. 
A subgroup H of a group G is said to be pronormal in G if, for each g E G, 
the subgroups Hand Hg are conjugate in (H, Hg). It is well known (see, for 
example, Mann [lo]) that H is a pronormal subgroup if and only if each 
Sylow system of G reduces into a unique conjugate of H. We shall need the 
following unpublished result of Fischer. 
(1.1) Let G be a group, Z a Sylow system of G, and {HA: h E A} a set of 
pronormal subgroups into each of which 2 reduces. Let 9’ denote the set of all 
subgroups of the form (HIA: h E A, g, E G), partially ordered by inclusion. Then, 
the minimal elements of Y form a single conjugacy class of pronormal subgroups, 
and (HA: h E A) is the unique member of the class into which Z reduces. 
Proof. First, we remark that since G is finite, the set Y is finite. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, we can assume that /l is finite, say /I = (1,2,..., n}. 
Let H = (HI ,..., H,). Choose g, ,..., g, E G and let L = (H{l,..., H$). By 
the conjugacy of Sylow systems, there exists g E G such that Zg reduces into L, 
and we can find elements /i EL such that Zg n L reduces into Hfi’i. Then, 
Zg reduces into both HfiGi and H/, and so by Mann’s pronormality criterion, 
we have Hlg’i = His. Therefore, Hg = (HF’l,..., H2{n> < L; in other words, 
every element of Y contains a conjugate of H. If ,Z reduces into Hg, then X9-l 
reduces into H, and by the above argument (with g, = g, = ... = g, = l), 
we have Hg-’ < H. Therefore, Hg = H, and 2 reduces into a unique 
conjugate of H. Using Mann’s criterion again, we see that His a pronormal 
subgroup of G. This completes the proof. 
1 Although it is possible to make the ensuing discussion set-theoretically respectable 
by replacing classes of groups by sets of isomorphism classes, I feel that it would be 
unnecessarily pedantic to observe such distinctions in this context. 
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Since !$projectors are always pronormal subgroups, we can use a fixed 
Sylow system to control the projectors of various Schunck classes fi. For 
example, using the notation Proj(Z, 5) to denote the unique B-projector of G 
into which a Sylow system Z of G reduces, we have: 
(1.2) -?f !i% < Xh , then Pro@, 3%) < Pro.i(& SJ. 
Proof. Let Ez = Proj(2, !+jJ. By definition of strong inclusion, Ez 
contains an !&-projector of G, and therefore, all &-projectors of E, are 
!&-projectors of G. Hence, the unique !&-projector of E, into which .Z n E, 
reduces must be Proj(Z, !&) of G. 
(1.3) Define the composite (!&) of a set {!&: X E A> of Schunck classes to be 
the class 
(G : G = (Proj(Z, 5,): h E A)), 
where Z denotes a fixed Sylow system of G (since the Sylow systems are 
conjugate, it does not matter which). 
(1.4) The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) G E (!&,: h E A); 
(b) Let EA be an arbitrary !&,-projector of G; then G = (EA: A E A). 
Proof. That (b) implies (a) follows at once from the definition of the 
composite. To prove the reverse implication, suppose G E (9,: X E A}. Let Z 
be a Sylow system of G and let F,, = Proj(2, &). If E,, is an arbitrary !&- 
projector of G, we have EA = Ffn for some g, E G by the conjugacy of 
projectors. By (l.l), the subgroup (Eh: X E A) contains a conjugate of 
(F,: X E A) = G. Hence, assertion (b) holds. 
( 1.5) (a) (!&: h E A) is a Schunck class; 
(b) If G is a group and 2 is a Sylow system of G, then Proj(2, ($jA)) = 
(Proj(Z, $3: h E A). 
Proof. Let 43 denote the composite (eA). To show that 5 is a Schunck 
class, it is enough to prove that an arbitrary group G possesses an !$projector. 
Let E,, = Proj(Z, GA), and let E = (E,: h E A). Since E,, is an &-projector 
of E, by (1.1) it is clear that E E 9. We assert that E is in fact B-maximal in G. 
For, suppose E < F < G with F E 5. Since E,, is an $j,-projector of F, by (1.4) 
we have F = (E,: X E A) = E, as claimed. Furthermore, if G + G is an 
epimorphism, by the same argument J?? = (EA: X E A) is S-maximal in G; 
this is because Sylow systems and projectors are preserved by epimorphisms. 
Hence, E satisfies the requirements of an $-projector of G. This proves (a), 
and since Z reduces into E by (1. I), it also proves (b). 
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(1.6) With respect to the partial ordering <, an arbitrary set {b,,: A E A} 
of Schunck classes has a least upper bound, name~v, the composite ($j,,. 
Proof. Let $s = (FJ~: /1 E/l). It f  11 o ows from (1.5b) that &A < 8 for all 
h E (1. Suppose !?J* is a Schunck class strongly containing !& for all X E fl, and 
let G be a group with Sylow system 2. By (1.2), Proj(Z, $jj,) < Proj(Z, Js*) 
for all X E fl. Hence, by (1.5b) Proj(Z, a) = (Proj(Z, J3,): h E (1) < Proj(Z, !?J*). 
Hence, 9 < B*, and the assertion is true. 
Denote the least upper bound by sup{!&: h E /I}. It is an elementary and 
well-known fact that the set of all Schunck classes now derives from strong 
inclusion the structure of a complete lattice 2. The join and meet operations, 
v  and A, respectively, of this lattice are given by: 
& A si = sup{L! : L1< $ and f! < fi}. 
It is clear that 2 has a largest and a smallest element, namely, 6 and (1), 
respectively. 
2. SCHUNCK BOUNDARIES 
The aim of this section is to use Doerk’s concept of a Schunck boundary 
to give are cursive description of the meet operation in the lattice Z. We begin 
with a short account of some of the essential ideas expounded by Doerk in 
[5], occasionally modifying his notation and conventions. A primitive group is 
one with a primitive faithful permutation representation. It is well known 
(see, for example, Huppert [9, II, 3.21) that a primitive soluble group G has 
a unique minimal normal subgroup, N say, that N is self-centralizing and 
complemented in G, and that all its complements are conjugate. We shall 
write Sot(G) for N in this case (recall that the socle of a group is the join of 
its minimal normal subgroups) and Camp(G) for the conjugacy class of its 
complements. Sot(G) is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p and 
may be regarded as a faithful irreducible module over H, for any one of the 
groups in Camp(G). We use ‘$3 to denote the class of primitive groups, 
including by convention all groups of order 1, and for a E 17 we use VU” to 
mean the class (G E ‘@: p 1 1 Soc(G)I for some p E o). 
I f  X is a class of groups, let sf denote the class (G: Q(G) n ‘$ & X). Schunck 
classes, or saturated homomorphs, as originally defined by Schunck [ 111, are 
those classes for which projectors exist in every group, and he characterizes 
them as those classes !$ that satisfy 5 = FJ. If  I is any class, 2 is always a 
Schunck class, and if 2J = Qf, the smallest Schunck class containing X is ‘$j. 
Next, we describe a map (Q - 1) related to the closure operation Q: let 
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(Q - i)(l) = (1) and for G # 1 let (Q - i)(G) denote the class of proper 
epimorphic images of G; then set (Q - 1)X = ((Q - i)(G): G E X). Exponen- 
tiation by Q is defined thus: 
XQ = (GE X: Q(G) E X); 
and X- is the class complementary to X, satisfying X u X- = 6 and 
X n X- = (1). Now, define two maps b, h between classes of groups thus: 
b(X) = (G E ‘-p n X-: (Q - i)(G) g X), 
h(X) = (32)Q, usually written simply 3EmQ, 
the class of “X-perfect” groups. Doerk [5] defines a Schunck boundary (ein 
primitives antihomomorph) to be a class 8 satisfying b 2 $! and (Q - 1)s & 
23-. It is not difficult to see from these definitions that for any X, the class 
b(X) is a Schunck boundary. Furthermore, h(X) is always Q-closed, and if 
X 2 ‘$3, then h(X) is a Schunck class. Let 68 denote the set of all Schunck 
boundaries. Doerk then goes on to show: 
(2.1) The maps b, h are mutually inverse bijections 
i%+=hf 
h 
between the set of Schunck classes and the set of Schunck boundaries. 
The point of this observation is that a question about Schunck classes 
now can be translated into one about Schunck boundaries, and that the new 
formulation may then suggest and facilitate a solution; for example, Doerk 
proves that the maximal elements of A? are precisely those with Schunck 
boundaries of the form (G) for some GE 13. However, the property that a 
Schunck class is a formation does not seem to correspond to any natural or 
easily stated property of its boundary, a fact which suggests that this approach 
is not always quite so fruitful. 
Let 5 E 2. Then, b(B) is just the class of primitive groups G in which 
Camp(G) is the set of &projectors. Doerk then defines a class a(B), containing 
b(g), as follows: 
a(s) = (GE ‘p: Proj(Z, G) n Sot(G) = l), 
where Z is any Sylow system of G. In other words, a(8) is the class of primitive 
groups in which the socle is avoided by the &projectors. Doerk then proves 
the following concise criterion for strong inclusion: 
(2.2) If $j, 53 E 2, then Jj Q 53 if and only if b(S2) 2 a(g). 
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Later in this section, we shall use the following elementary result. I do not 
know whether it remains true without some restriction on the structure of N, 
although it is not hard to extend the proof given below when N is allowed to 
be nilpotent. 
(2.3) Let $ E X, and let N be a complemented abelian normal subgroup of 
a group G such that G/N E sj. If E is an $-projector of G, then N n E is 
complemented in E. 
Proof. Let H be a complement of N in G. By [6, Corollary 5.141 of 
Gaschiitz, an &-maximal subgroup of G containing His an 5-projector of G. 
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that H < E, and it then 
follows from the Dedekind law that H complements N n E in E. 
To describe the boundary for the meet of two Schunck classes in the lattice 
X we need some notation. 
Notation. Let I’ be a i&G-module, Z, as usual a prime Galois field. 
With I’ written multiplicatively, the G-action on V yields a homomorphism 
from G into Aut(V), and we can form the semidirect product [V] . G in the 
usual way. 
Now define 
V * G = {[o] - G/ker(G on 0): r?7 is a composition factor of V}. 
The groups in the set V * G need not be pairwise nonisomorphic, but this 
is not important, for we shall usually be concerned with the class (Y * G), 
which is clearly a subclass of !JJ. 
Now, let J3, R be two given Schunck classes. Set 
X, = 4x3) u 4% (2.4a) 
and if Xi has already been defined, let 
(2.4b) 
where for each GE Xi the group E is an h&)-projector of G, and N is 
Sot(G) considered by restriction as an E-module. We note that E could 
equally well be taken to be an h(&)-projector of a group in Camp(G) without 
affecting the definition of X,,, . Equations (2.4) define a sequence {XJ of 
classes of primitive groups, and it is in their union that we shall find the 
boundary of Js A 8. Since Xc & !JJ, the class h(XJ is always a Schunck class, 
even though Xi is in general not a Schunck boundary. 
(2.5) Let !i? E A?, and suppose that f? < Sj and !i? < 9. Then, in the 
notation of (2.4), we have Xi E a(f?) for all i > 0. In particular, 9 Q h(&). 
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Proof. We prove that xi L ~(2) by induction on i, noting that by hypo- 
thesis and by (2.2), it certainly holds for i = 0. For the induction step, 
suppose that 3Ei E a(f?), and let X E &+,\3& . Then, there exists a group 
G E 3Ei such that X E [U/V] * E/ker(E on U/V) for some h(XJ-projector E 
of G and some E-composition factor U/V of Sot(G). Since b(h(&)) 2 3Ei 
(see (2.6) below) and Ji L u(e), by (2.2) we have L! < h&). This justifies 
the final sentence of (2.9, and also shows that E contains an &projector, 
F say, of G. Let H = UE and K = V ker(E on U/V). Then, Kg H and 
H/Kg X. Since Xi & &?), we have F n Sot(G) = 1. Hence, FK/K, an 
!rZ-projector of H/K, avoids UK/K = Soc(H/K), and therefore, X E u(Q) as 
required. 
THEOREM A. Let X = (JzO Xi in the notation of (2.4). Then h(X) = 
jj A 5% 
Proof. Let !Bl = h(X). Let G be an arbitrary group and E an 1IJ2-projector 
of G. By [8, Theorem 1.51 there exists an integer Y and a chain of subgroups 
(*) E=M,aM,_,a...aM,aM,=G, 
such that M,+l is maximal in Mj and the quotient mi = Mj/Core,j(Mi+,) 
belongs to b(m) for j = 0, l,..., r - 1, (or, in the jargon of [8], such that 
Mj+l is %B-crucial maximal in Mj). But &VI) = b(h(3Z)) 2 3E (again see (2.6) 
below), and so there exists an integer m = m(G) >, 0 such that {m,,, M1 ,..., 
ZT--1} & X, . Let !JJ& = h(X,). W e c 1 aim that for each i 3 m, the subgroup E 
is an ‘$I&-projector of G. Since 3Ei g X, we have h(X) & h(&), and therefore, 
E~%J&foralli~0.Ifi>mandO,(j<r-l,wehave~~~X,~X~ 
and %r$Soc(%j) E !JJI E ‘%I&. Hence, mj E b(‘$J&), and therefore, (*) is an 
‘%I&-crucial maximal chain defining E as an V&projector of G, proving our 
claim. 
We now can show that %B Q 5 and 1)32 < 52. By (2.2), it is sufficient to 
show that SE, 2 u(W). Suppose GE X, , let N = Sot(G), and let E be an 
‘&R-projector of G. By the preceding paragraph, there exists m E N such that E 
is an !?J$-projector of G for all i > m. Assume, for a contradiction, that the 
group R = N n E is nontrivial, and let R/S be a chief factor of E. By (2.3), 
R is complemented in E since N is complemented in EN by an ‘$R-projector 
of a suitable group in Camp(G). Therefore, the group X = [R/S]. E/C&R/S) 
is a nonidentity group belonging to Q(E), and therefore, to ‘%R. Since E is an 
h&J-projector of G, we have (N * E) 2 3&+i 2 X. Since X clearly belongs 
to (N * E), we have X E 9.B n 3E = (l), the desired contradiction. Hence, 
R = 1 and GE u(!JJ), as required. 
Finally, suppose that !B < $ and 2 < A. Then, by (2.5), we have b(‘iCB) = 
b(h(Q) & X = uf,, 3Ei 2 u(g), and therefore, by (2.2), we have L! < 1Dz. 
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Thus, ‘$1 = sup{f!: 2 < 5 and I! <R} = !?J A 9, and Theorem A is 
proved. 
Although we have shown J3 A Ji = h(X), the class X is not necessarily a 
Schunck boundary. In fact, the Schunck boundary of fj A R is b(h(X)), and 
is described by the following result, which follows easily from the relevant 
definitions. 
(2.6) For any class X we have 
b(h(X)) = (GE X n t@(Q - l)(G) G X-). 
In particular, ; f  X & Cp, we have b(h(X)) c X. 
To put Wood’s work [12] into context, recall that a Schunck class 9 is said 
to have the D-property if, for every group G, every subgroup belonging 
to qj is contained in an $-projector of G. If  v  & II, the classes 6, of 
(soluble) n-groups are the archetypal examples of Schunck classes with 
the D-property. The classes Q, of r-perfect groups are further examples, 
and both types of example are special cases of a general construction for 
such Schunck classes due to Doerk [5, (3.2)]. Let 9 denote the set of all 
Schunck classes with the D-property. It is obvious that, if % E 9 and !+j E 2, 
then Jz, <si f  d i an only if sj 2 R. In [12, Theorem 21 Wood shows that the 
natural partial ordering by inclusion induces on 9 a lattice structure with 
composite and intersection as the lattice operations. Therefore, it follows 
that 9 is a sublattice of &‘. I f  !& si E 9, it is clear that 8 A fi = 8 n R. The 
burden of Wood’s proof is to show that (5, si) and 5 n fi both belong to 9. 
3. COMPLEMENTS IN 2' 
In [12], W oo d h s ows the lattice 9 is complemented. We shall now apply 
the ideas of Section 2 to prove that 2 is also complemented. Whereas Wood 
is able to find complements in 9 with relative ease, it seems that we have to 
work harder. The difficulty lies in the rich diversity of Schunck classes and in 
the availability in general of many complements, and as a result, our methods 
smack of improvisation. If  suitable properties could be found to specify some 
kind of canonical complement, perhaps a more uniform treatment might 
emerge. 
In what follows, let sj be a fixed but arbitrary Schunck class distinct from (I) 
and 6. Our aim is to find a complement R for 5j in the lattice Z, and in 
practice, this usually means constructing a suitable boundary b(R). To set 
our sights on what is required of si, we have 
(3.1) Let 9,s E A@, and let X = uz, Xi denote the class of primitiwe groups 
associated with fi A R in Section 2. If 
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(4 443) n 4% = Cl), and 
(b) C(p) E 3 fog all p E 17, 
then (9, fi) = 6 and 5 A 52 = (1); in other words, sj and R complement each 
other in X. 
Proof. Since b((Sj, 9)) is always a subclass of a(!?~) n a(8), hypothesis 
(a) implies that (5, A) = 6. By Theorem A, we have !jj A 52 = h(X), and 
therefore, hypothesis (b) implies that a group in J3 A R has no epimorphic 
images of prime order. Hence, sj A fi = (1). 
In general, it seems difficult to characterize the groups in a(R) from knowl- 
edge of b(R), and therefore, the first part of our strategy is to give b(R) a 
special form that ensures that a(R) = b(R). This gives some control in trying 
to arrange that condition (a) of (3.1) holds. The orchestration of b(fi) is 
complete if we can organize it so that the classes 3& of (2.4), defined recursively 
from X, = b(5) u b(R), eventually contain all groups of prime order. 
Fortunately, there is enough room to manoeuvre to satisfy these separate 
demands simultaneously. 
Notation. Let e(X) = ([H/K] . G/Cc(H/K): H/K is a chief factor of a group 
GE X). Clearly, e(X) & Cp for any class X. Next we prove that 
THEOREM 3.2 QR,X n !@ & e(X). 
Proof. Let G E R&E. Then, G has normal subgroups Ni ,..., Nt such that 
& Ni = 1 and G/N, E X. Now, a chief factor of G/N, may be considered 
as a GINi-module, and hence, as a G-module in a natural way, and it follows 
easily from the usual isomorphism theorems that the G-modules occurring as 
chief factors of the various G/N, coincide with those appearing as chief 
factors of G. Let K Q G with G/K E ‘!J3, and let H/K = Soc(G/K). Then, 
G/K E [H/K] . G/H = [H/K] . G/C,(H/K), which by the above remarks 
belongs to e(G/NJ for some i E (I,..., t}. Hence, QRJ n !$3 E e(X). 
The next result plays a key part in our approach. 
(3.3) Let !I3 = b(9) be the boundary of a Schunck class fi and let 7~ = 
{p E 17: B contuins a group G such that p 1 j Soc(G)I}. Assume that, for each 
p E II, 23 contains to within isomorphism a unique group, B, say, such that 
p ( 1 Soc(G)l. Suppose further that, for each orderedpair (p, q) of distinct primes 
p, q E II, the following condition holds: 
(* *> (Q - l)(%) n Pg’ g e(B,)- 
Then, a(Si) = b. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false, and let G be a group of minimal 
order in a(R)\b(%). Let N = Sot(G), a q-group say, and let HE Camp(G). 
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Since G $ b(R), we have H $ R, and therefore, H has a chief factor R/S such 
that H/S z B, for some p E n. Let E be a %-projector of H, and let 
1 = N,, < Ni < ... < N,, = N, 
be a composition series of N considered as a i&E-module. Let F = 
ny=i ker(E on N;/N,-,). Since ker(E on N) = 1, by a well-known argument, 
we have F = O,(E). Because G E a(s), the groups in N * E are all isomorphic 
with B, E b; in particular, q E r and E/O,(E) E a,,(A,J, where A, E Comp(B,). 
We consider two cases: 
Case 1. The primesp and q are distinct. Since E covers H/R g B,/Soc(B,), 
we have (a - l)(B,) 2 q(E). Hence, (a - l)(B,) n ‘p*’ g a(E/O,(E)) n ‘p 2 
QR,,(A,) n ‘$, which by (3.2) is contained in e(A,), and therefore, in e(B,), 
contradicting the hypothesis. 
Case 2. We have p = q. Let F(H) = Fl x ..’ x F,. be a decomposition 
of the Fitting subgroup of H into a direct product of its Sylow p,-subgroups 
Fi . Let Ci = C,(F,), and let C = nL=i 15’~; since C = C,(F(H)), we have 
C <F(H) by a well-known property of the Fitting subgroup. Since O,(H) = 1, 
we have P ${pl ,..., PA, and therefore, F(H) < S, because R/S is a p-group. 
Hence, by a remark in the proof of (3.2), there exists a K E {l,..., r} such that 
H/C, has a chief factor H-isomorphic with R/S. It follows that H/C, has an 
epimorphic image isomorphic with H/R, and therefore, that the class of a 
Sylow p,-subgroup of H/C, is at least c, the class of a Sylow p,-subgroup of 
H/S. Now, ES is a R-crucial maximal subgroup of H of p-power index, and 
therefore, contains a Sylow p,-subgroup, P, say, of H. Since Fk < P, , we 
have Z(P,) < C,; hence, the class of P, is at least c + 1, i.e., K,(P,) # 1, 
where Ki( ) denotes the ith term of the descending central series. Since 
p, # p, we have ker(P, on N) = 1, and therefore, N, considered this time as 
a &ES-module, has at least one composition factor, M say, such that 
[M, K,(P,)] # 1. Let B* = [M] . ES/ker(ES on M). Since B* E a(R), by 
the minimal choice of G we have B* E b(R), hence, B* E B, . But the Sylow 
p,-subgroups of B* have class at least c + 1, whereas those of B, g H/S 
have class c. This contradiction completes the proof. 
The next result is a variation on [4, Hilfssatz 1.21 of Doerk. 
(3.4) Let GE Cp, Zet N = Sot(G) and let p be the prime dividing 1 N /. 
Suppose His a subgroup of G not containing N and that U is an irreducible kH- 
module, where k is a jield of characteristic q different from p. Then, there exists 
an irreducible KG-module V, faithful for G, such that U E Q( V,). 
Proof. Let W = Uo and let WI @ ... @ W, be a decomposition of W 
as a direct sum of indecomposable submodules. Since N $ H and GE ‘$, 
we have Core,(H) = 1; therefore, W is faithful for G. Again, because G has 
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a unique minimal normal subgroup, we may assume without loss of generality 
that W, is faithful for G. Since N is a normal p/-group, we obtain a decom- 
position 
of W, into KG-submodules. Thus, by indecomposability, we have WI = 
[WI , NJ and C,JN) = 0. Let V be an irreducible submodule of WI . Since 
C,(N) = 0, we have N $ ker(G on V), and therefore, V is faithful for G. 
By a theorem of Nakayama (see Huppert [9, V, 16.6(a)]) we have 
Homd V, , U) T Hom,,( V, W) # 0. 
Since U is irreducible, it therefore appears as a quotient module of V, . 
Notation. If R and S are groups and T < S, the notation R lr S means 
the wreath product of R with S with respect to the permutation representation 
of S on the right cosets of T (see Huppert [9, Definition 15.10, Chap. I]). 
Thus, we have R lsSs R x S. 
(3.5) Let G E p, let N = Sot(G), and let HE Camp(G). Let p be the prime 
dividing 1 N I, let q be a prime dilferent fromp, and set W = C(q) lH G. Then, 
the base group B of W, considered as a Z,G-module, decomposes into submodules 
thus: 
B = C,(c) 0 LB, Gl, 
and all composition factors of [B, Gj are faithful for G. 
Proof. Since H n N = 1, B, is the regular permutation module over Z, , 
Since q 7 1 N 1, we have the well-known decomposition B, = C,(B) @ [B, N], 
where C,(N) is the one-dimensional subspace generated by the sum of the 
basis vectors affording the regular representation. Therefore, C,(N) = C,(G), 
and, since [B, N] < [B, Gj # B, we have [B, Nj = [B, q. Let U be a 
G-composition factor of [B, Gj. Since C~,,,I(N) = 0, we have ker(G on U) n 
N = 1, and as N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, therefore, 
ker(G on U) = 1. 
Notation. If n E N and p E n with p { n, denote by @n/p) the semidirect 
product with C(n) of an irreducible &C(n)-module faithful for C(n). It is 
not hard to see that E(n/p) exists, is unique, and is a primitive group of order 
np7”, where m is the order of p (modulo n). 
The next result is of a technical nature geared to the proof of Theorem B. 
(3.6) Let % = b(!+j), the boundary of a Schunck class !$ Suppose there exist 
distinctp, q E 17, andfrou@s G, HE% such thatp 1 1 Soc(G)I and q 1 1 Soc(H)j. 
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Then, there exist noncyclic primitive groups Y, , Yl satisfying the following 
conditions : 
(a) Yi $4 e(Yj) for {i,j} = (0, l}, and 
(b) an !+projector E, of Yi does not contain Soc(Y,), i = 0, 1. 
Proof. I f  G and H are cyclic, the &projectors of E(p/q) and E(q/p) have 
order 1, and it is clear that Y, = E( p/q) and Yr = E(q/p) fulfill the require- 
ments. On the other hand, if G and H are both noncyclic, and if G $ e(H) 
and H $ e(G), we can obviously take Y, = G and Yr = H. The remaining 
possibilities are: 
(i) just one of G and H is cyclic; 
(ii) G E e(H); 
(iii) HE e(G). 
If  (ii) holds, it is obvious that 1 G / < 1 H 1, and therefore, that (iii) cannot 
also hold. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume henceforth that either 
j G j = p and 1 H 1 > q, or GE e(H) (or possibly both). 
Let L E Camp(G), ME Camp(H). Let W = H jr. G, and let B = 
HI x ... x H, denote the base group of W, where Hi g Hand m = 1 Soc(G)I 
in obvious notation. Since H is noncyclic, its socle is eccentric, and by the 
[7, Lemma], Soc(H,) x ... x Soc(H,,) is a minimal normal subgroup of W, 
that it is selfcentralizing follows from the definition of a wreath product and 
the fact that Sot(H) is selfcentralizing in H. Therefore, WE ‘$, and so Wand 
H are noncyclic primitive groups. We shall show that conditions (a) and (b) 
of the proposition hold with Ya = W and Yt = H. Since j W 1 = 
j H 11 soc(G)I > 1 H /, we have Y, $ e( Yr), Suppose, for a contradiction, that 
HE e(W). Since W/B z G has smaller order than H, there is a q-chief factor 
R/S of W below B such that W/C,(R/S) g ME !$ By the theorem of 
Jordan-Holder, H has a q-chief factor U/V such that R/S is W-isomorphic 
with a composition factor of the normal section 
u/v = (r;, x ... x U,)/(V, x *.. x V,) 
of W considered as a Z,W-module. If  U/V is eccentric, by the [7, Lemma] 
U/V is irreducible, and therefore isomorphic with R/S. But, setting Ci = 
C,,( Vi/V,), it is clear from the elementary properties of wreath products -- 
tha; C,( U/V) is C, x 1.. x C, , a subgroup of B. Therefore, 
G E Q(w/cw(~/~)) = ~(W/cw(.R/s)) G Qb = $5, 
contradicting the hypothesis that GE b(a). If, on the other hand, U/V is a -- 
central chief factor of H, the W-composition factors of U/V are just the 
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G-composition factors because G complements B = C,( U/V) in W in this 
case. By (3.5), these are either trivial or faithful for G. But, if G is faithful on 
R/S, we obtain the same contradiction as above, and if R/S is trivial, we 
have HE C(q), contradicting our assumption that 1 H 1 > Q. This completes 
the proof that Y,, and Yr satisfy condition (a). Since L is an !$projector of G, 
BL is an &crucial maximal subgroup of W, and therefore, contains an 
Sj-projector of W. Now, L is the point stabilizer of the permutation repre- 
sentation of the wreath product, and so we may assume without loss of 
generality that L fixes HI elementwise. Thus, with K = (H, x ... x H,)L, 
we can form the quotient BLIK = H,K/K and obtain an B-crucial chief 
factor of BL complemented by M,K, where Ml E Comp(H,). Hence, M,K 
contains an fj-projector of W, and since it does not contain Soc(H,) < 
Soc( W), the group Y,, satisfies condition (b). Since HE 6(e), the group Y1 
also satisfies condition (b) and we are done. 
THEOREM B. The lattice JF? is complemented. 
Proof. Throughout the proof let $j be a fixed Schunck class distinct from 
(1) and E. First we label certain sets of primes associated with !+j. Let 
u = {pEn: C(P)E$)). 
The set u is usually called the characteristic offi. Next let 
p = {p en: 3B E b(e) such that p 1 1 Soc(B)I}. 
And, if HE 5, define 
X(H) = {p E 17: 3B E b($) such that p ( 1 Soc(B)l and B/Sot(B) z H}. 
We note that u and p are nonempty by hypothesis, and that C(p) E b(5) if 
and only if p E u’. We divide the proof into separate cases. 
Case 1. There exists a group HE !+j such that X(H) is an infinite set. Fix 
such an H and let X = X(H). If s f 1 H 1 for all s E u, let m = 1, let .X1 be a 
group of order 1, and interpret {qr) as the empty set. Otherwise, let q1 ,..., qm 
be the distinct primes in a dividing / H j, and choose distinct primes p, ,..., pm 
in h\h ,..., qm}. For 1 < i < m, choose Gi E b(5) such thatp, 1 I Soc(GJl and 
Gi/Soc(Gi) z H. Let Hi E Comp(G,), and let Vi be an irreducible ZgiGi- 
module, which is faithful for Gi and satisfies [Vi , Hi] < Vi; such a module 
exists by (3.4). Finally let Xi = [UJ . Gi . Next, let (8r , l2 ,...} be an enumera- 
tion of the elements of X\({p, ,..., pm} u {p E 17: p 1 1 H I}), and let 
(u\h)\{ 41 Y,QmI = {Sl 7 St!  v..>, 
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a possibly finite set of primes. Now, let % denote the smallest class containing 
X r ,... , X, together with all E(/Jq), i > 1, not in b(b). Clearly, we have 
8 & ‘p. Moreover, any nonabelian group in (Q - 1)s lies in (G,,..., G,) U Q(H), 
and because the orders of the socles of primitive groups in this class are different 
from those of groups in 8, we have (Q - 1)s G !I-, hence, 8 is a Schunck 
boundary. Let R = h(B). We now show that 8 (= b(B)) satisfies the hypo- 
theses of (3.3). Using the notation of that result we have 
n- = (41 ,..., 497%) u 6, 
where 6 = (si: i > 1 and E(ei/si) 4 b(5j)) G u. 
We remark in passing that, ifs r 1 H ) for all s E u, then 1 H 1 = 1; from this 
it is not difficult to see that v is never empty. If X, # 1, we have (Q - 1)(X$) = 
(GJ u Q(H) for i = l,..., m; furthermore, (Q - t)(E(&JsJ) = (C(/,)), and 
e(X,) = (XJ U (GJ u e(H). Using the fact that the sets (pi ,...,p,}, 
bzl >*..> qn,}, {ti: i > l} and {si: i > l} are pairwise disjoint, it is a simple 
matter to check that condition (**) of (3.3) is satisfied by 8. Hence, a(H) = 
b(Si). 
Since Hi is an &projector of Gi , the maximal subgroup UiHi of Xi is 
g-crucial. By construction, U,H,/[U, , H,]H, is a nontrivial qi-group, and 
therefore, belongs to sj, since qi E u. Thus, U,H,/[U, , Hi] is covered by an 
&projector of Xi , and therefore, Xi $ a(!$). If si E 6, either E(tj/si) E $, or 
/, E U’ and Soc(E(eJsi)) is an $-projector of E(t,/sJ. In any case E(Gi/si) $ a(sj), 
and so u(5) n a(R) = (1). 
Now, let X, = b(Sj) u b(S) an recall from (2.4) the recursive definition d 
of the classes Xi . Let 1 < i < m. Since Hi is an h&)-projector of Gi and 
[ Ui , Hi] < Ui , we have C(qJ E (Ui * Hi) G A$ . Therefore, C(p) E X, for 
all p 1 j H j, and hence, the /&)-projectors of H have order 1. If G E b(!+j) 
with p 1 1 Soc(G)j and G/Sot(G) s H, we have G E 3E, , and therefore, 
(Sot(G) c 1) = (C(p)) E 3E, . Therefore, in particular, C(eJ E 3Ez for all i > 1. 
Now for each i 3 1 the group E(c!Jq) belongs either to b(Sj) or to b(S), and 
therefore, is certainly in 3E, . It follows as before, therefore, that fi, contains 
C(Q) for all i 3 1. Therefore we have shown that C(s) E 3Ea for all s E (T. But 
C(r) E b(B) 2 3E for all Y E (I’, and therefore, A fulfills the hypotheses of (3.1) 
with respect to $$, and is the desired complement. 
Case 2. The set A(H) is finite for all HE Jj, and 1 p 1 >, 2. Note that, 
in particular, h(1) is finite, and that therefore, so is the set u’. Since / p / 3 2, 
by (3.6) there exist noncyclic primitive groups Y,, , Yi satisfying: 
(a) Yi 4 e(Y$) for {i,j} = (0, l}, and 
(b) Soc(YJ is not contained in an $projector Ei of Yi , i = 0, 1. 
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Let p = (I E u: Y  1 1 Y, / * 1 Yl I}. Choose s,, E u\p, let {s E a\p: s # s,, , 
E(s,,/s) E fi) = {sr , sa ,... }, and let 6 = {so , s1 , sa ,... >. Since C(s,) E $$, the 
group E(s,/s) belongs either to $j or to b(e), and as X(C(s,)) is assumed to be 
finite, it belongs to b(e) for only finitely many values of s. Hence, cf is an 
infinite set of primes. For i = 0, 1 let V, be an irreducible iZ,,Y,-module, 
faithful for Y, , such that [Vi , Ed] < Vi; such a module exists by’assumption 
(b) above and (3.4). Let Xi = [V,] . Yi . If p, q in and n E RJ, denote by 
s(p, q, n) the class of primitive groups G satisfying (i) p 1 1 Soc(G)I, (ii) 
G/Sot(G) g E(n/q), and (iii) [Soc(G),L] < Sot(G) forL E Comp(Comp(G)). 
If p # q +’ n, the class g(p, q, n) contains nontrivial groups by (3.4); in fact, 
an easy application of Clifford’s theorem shows that the requirement (iii) is 
redundant. We next define recursively a subsequence 7 of 6 as follows. Let 
to = so, 1 - 1 t - s . If for some i 3 2 the sequence {to ,... , ti} has already been 
defined, with t j  = sj say, let tj+l be the first sk with K > j such that 
(4 JW~J E $3, and 
(8 Wk 2 ti 2 h-1) c 8. 
Since h(C(Q) is assumed finite, the group E(ti/sk) belongs to b(4j) for 
only finitely many values of k. Since by construction E(tj&) E $3, and since 
X(E(tj-,/tj)) is finite, there are also only finitely many values of K for which 
g(sk , t j  , tieI) contains groups not in 43; for, such groups not in sj are neces- 
sarily in b(Sj). Hence, the set 7 = {to, t, , t, ,...} is infinite. For i 3 2, let Xi 
be a nontrivial group in S(ti , tieI, t+J. Next, let 7ti = t,&+, and let p = 
{Y E p: E(~,/Y) E @ for all i 3 O}. If p = ,@, let 8 = 0 and let R, be a group of 
order l.Ifp # 0, letp = {yo, rl ,..., ye} and let Ri = E(YQ/Y~) for i = 0, l,..., 6’. 
Now, let 23 = {R. ,..., Re , X0, Xi, X, ,... }. It is clear that b 5 ‘p, and it 
is easy to confirm by considering the orders of the groups involved that 23 
is a Schunck boundary. Write 8 = b(R) f or a suitable Schunck class A. Next, 
we check that b fulfils the hypotheses of (3.3). Certainly, ?.I3 contains exactly 
one isomorphism class (B,) for p E 7r = p u T; for i = O,..., 8 we have 
Bri = Ri and for j > 0 we have Btj = Xj . To see that condition (M) holds 
for 23, we exhibit a group G(p, q) E((Q - l)(B,) n ‘!j3@)\e(B,) for each 
ordered pair (p, q) of distinct primes p, q E rr. For {i, j} = (0, 1) take 
G(t, , tj) = Yi , since, by condition (a) above we have Yi 6 (Xi) u e(Yj) = 
e(X,). Let i E (0, l} and j 3 2. Since no t, divides 1 Yi 1, we may again take 
G(t, , ti) = Yi . For the same reason we can take G(tj , ti) = E(tj-&-,) or 
C(tjwl) as appropriate, since (Q - r)(XJ n $V’ contains at least one of these 
two groups. Let 2 < i < j. We may take G(ti , tj) = C(tj+J, and unless 
i = j - 2, G(ti , ti) = C(t+,); if i = j - 2, G(tj , ti) = E(tj-Jtj-J will do. 
Next, suppose j = a. If 8 > 0 and 0 < i # j < /, take G(ri , Y?) = C(t,J 
and G(Y, , YJ = C(t,). Let 0 < i < 8 and j 3 0. Then, (Q - l)(RJ n ‘$W 
contains C(t,J and C(tzi+J, unless j E {2i, 2i + I}, in which case it contains 
481/39/2-14 
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just one of them; on the other hand, the cyclic groups in e(Xj) either have 
order dividing / Yj 1 if j E (0, l}, or are isomorphic with C(t?-a). Hence, in 
this case, we may choose G(r, , tj) = C(taJ or C(tzi+r), as appropriate. It is 
easy to see that for Jo (0, l> we can take G(tj , ri) = Yj, provided 
yi f  1 Soc( YJl. Since by assumption Yj is not cyclic, if yi 1 1 Soc(Yj)l, the class 
a(Yj) n ‘!$3 contains a nontrivial group, 2 say, such that yi 7 1 Soc(Z)l. Then, 
we can take G(tj , YJ = 2, because / 2 j does not divide the orders of groups 
in e(RJ = (Ri , C(t,,), C(t,,+J). Finally, ifj 3 2, it is clear that we can take 
G(tj , Y<) = E(tj--l/tj-2). Th us, B satisfies the hypotheses of (3.3), and it 
follows that b(Si) = a(s). Let i~(0, 1) and recall that Ei denotes an !?J- 
projector of Yi E Comp(Xi). The group ViEi/[Vf , Ei] is isomorphic with 
(V,/[V, , Ei]) x Ei . By construction, the group Vi/[& , Ei] is a nontrivial 
t,-group, and since ti E 0, it belongs to !$ Therefore, Ei is not an $-projector 
of V,E, , and hence, not an !+j-projector of Xi . It follows that Xi $ a($). 
Since the groups R, ,,.., Rt, X, , X, ,... all belong to 35, it follows that 
4.5) n 03) = (1). 
Now, let 3& = b(b) u b(H), and give Xi, 3Z their usual meanings. Let 
i E (0, l}, and letFi be an J3 A A-projector of Yi E Comp(Xi). Then, Ff < E, , 
and there exists an m E fW such that Fi is an h(X,)-projector of Y, for all 
n > m, as explained in the proof of (2.6). Since [Vi , FJ < [Vi , Ei] < Vi , 
the group C(tJ E ( Ui c FJ is contained in Xnr+i . Since an h(fi,,+,)-projector 
of E(t,/t,) is therefore 1, the class &+a contains C(t,) E (Soc(X,) * 1). 
Similarly, by induction, we have C(t,) E Xnl+k for all K 3 1. Also, because 
C(t,J and C(tzi+,) both belong to Xnr+ai+r , the h(3&l+2i+l)-projector of C(ni) 
is 1, and therefore, Xm+2i+2 contains C(ri) E (Soc(RJ c 1). Hence, C(p) E ZE 
for all p EP u r. For each prime q E ~\(j5 u T) there exists a group B E b(e) 
such that (i) q ( / Soc(B)l, and (ii) Camp(B) consists of T-groups, by definition 
of p and 7. Thus, $j A A-projectors of groups in Camp(B) have order 1, and 
by the argument used above, C(g) E X, f  or some n. Hence, X contains all 
cyclic groups of prime order, and by (3.1) the Schunck class A is therefore a 
complement for 8 in the lattice 2. 
Case 3. The set p contains just one prime, p say. Let R = 6,) the class 
of p-groups. Since $-projectors of any group clearly have p-power index, and 
since R-projectors are Sylowp-subgroups, it follows at once that (5, R) = 6. 
Since sj # 6, the boundary b(B) contains at least one nontrivial isomorphism 
class, (B) say. Since a Si-projector of B contains Sot(B) and an $-projector 
avoids it, it is clear that 6, is not strongly contained in sj. Since (1) and GD are 
the only Schunck subclasses of 6, , it therefore follows that !$ A R = (1). 
The Cases l-3 now exhaust all possibilities, and the proof of the theorem 
is complete. 
Remark. If  the constructions we have used above to produce complements 
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appear contrived, it is because they have been governed by the requirements 
of (3.3). If a substitute for (3.3) with less stringent hypotheses could be found, 
perhaps it might be possible to construct complements in a more natural and 
aesthetically pleasing way. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the hope that closer study of the lattice fl will prove fruitful, we now 
briefly discuss a few directions that further investigations might take. 
First, let P be some property that describes how a subgroup is embedded 
in a group, for example, P could be the property of being normal. If Jj, 
fi E X, say I, is strongly P in 52 if (i) $J < A, and (ii) the &projectors of 
every %-group are embedded with the property P. Of the family of concepts 
thus spawned, perhaps “strong normality” is the first to claim attention; we 
shall attempt to characterize it in terms of Schunck boundaries. 
(4.1) Let $s be a Schunck class and let E be an $$-projector of a group G. 
Let V’ be the characteristic of !$ and let On(G) denote the 6,-residual of G. 
Then, the following statements are equivalent: 
(4 Eq G; (b) E = OW(G); (c) O”(G) E 9. 
Proof. Suppose that statement (a) holds. Since rr = {p: C(p) E b(!+j)}, by 
(2.2) we have 5 < Q, , and therefore, E < O-(G). Let R/S be a chief factor 
of G such that S 3 E and let q 1 1 R : S I. Then, E is an &projector of R, 
and E avoids the q-group R/S; therefore, C(q) E b(B), whence q E 7~. Hence, 
we have G/E E 6, and On(G) < E. Therefore, statement (b) holds. 
Now, suppose that statement (c) holds. Because C(p) E b(!+j) for p E 7, 
a composition series from On(G) up to G is an B-crucial maximal chain that 
therefore defines O”(G) as an &projector of G. Hence, statement (b) holds. 
Since it is obvious that (b) implies both (a) and (c), the equivalence of the 
three statements is proved. 
Notation. Let 3 denote the class of cyclic groups, and for r g 17, let 
E,=snrpnG;,=(C(p):p~~). 
(4.2) Let fi, 53 E Z? and suppose that 3 n b(e) = 6, (i.e., that !$ has 
characteristic n’). Then, 5~ is strongly normal in R if and only zf the following 
three conditions are satis$ed: 
(9 b(B) = 6, u (WV n QJ; 
(ii) if G E fi, then On(G) E 53; 
(iii) ifB E b(Si) and C E Camp(B), then On(G) is a R-projector of Or(B). 
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Proof. First suppose that $ is strongly normal in fi. Let GE b(5) and 
HEComp(G).IfH= l,wehaveGE6,.IfH# l,wehaveH~$5jQ~, 
and therefore, G E Q, . By assumption, the !&projector H is normal in some 
R-projector of G. Since His selfnormalizing in G, it is, therefore, a R-projector 
of G, and it follows that G E b(A). H ence, b(9) 2 6, u (b(R) n Q,). To prove 
the reverse inclusion, first note that 0, & b(5j). Therefore, let G be a n-perfect 
group in b(A) and let HE Camp(G). If  H = 1, we have B g C(q) with 
Q E v’, and hence, B E 5 against the assumption that 5 < 33. Therefore, 
H is nontrivial S2-projector of G, and by assumption, contains as a normal 
subgroup an b-projector E of G. By (4.1) and the fact that HE Q, , we have 
E = H. Therefore, GE b(4j) and condition (i) holds. To verify that (ii) 
holds, let GE 5%. Since, by assumption, G has a normal J3-projector, this 
must be O”(G) by (4.1). Hence, O”(G) E 5 g 53, as required. To check 
condition (iii), let B E b(R) and C E Camp(B). By strong normality, there 
exists an $-projector E of B such that E e C. By (4.1), we have E = O=(C). 
If  E f  1, we have N&E) = EC,(E) = E, because N is selfcentralizing. 
Since E is normal in some R-projector of NE, the subgroup E is itself a 
R-projector of NE = O”(B), and therefore, (iii) holds. If  E = 1, it follows 
from the fact that E is an $-projector of NE that N is a n-group. In this case, 
we therefore have O”(B) = I, and again, (iii) holds. 
We shall now prove the sufficiency. Therefore, suppose that conditions 
(i)-(iii) are satisfied by 5 and 52, let G E !&, and let R = O”(G). A composition 
series from R up to G is an B-crucial maximal chain. Suppose R 4 $, and let 
S/T be an B-crucial chief factor of R. Since by condition (ii), R belongs to R, 
we have R/T E si n b(B). By condition (i), 53 n b(5) g K:, , and therefore, 
R,/ T s C(p) for some p E ZT, contradicting the fact that R is n-perfect. Hence, 
R belongs to 5, and so is an !$projector of G. Therefore, it remains to prove 
that 5 < 52, and for this, it suffices to prove by (2.2) that 6(si) & a($). Let 
B E b(R), let CE Camp(B), and let K= Om(C). Since C E 53, by the preceding 
remarks, K is an $-projector of C. By condition (iii), K is a R-projector of 
O”(B). Therefore, if K = 1, the socle of B is a n-group by (i), and so 
O”(B) = 1; in this case, an !+projector of B also has order 1, and certainly, 
B E a(a). Now, suppose K -# 1. It is easy to see that then the groups in 
Sot(B) * K are noncyclic, and that they are also v-perfect because Q(K) g Q,,. 
Since K is a R-projector of O”(B) = Soc(B)K, we have (Sot(B) * K) & b(R). 
Hence, by (i), we have (Sot(B) * K) L b(Sj). It then follows that there is an 
$-crucial maximal chain from K up to B. Therefore, K is an &projector of B, 
and B E a(5), as required. 
Remarks. (1) Since a subgroup that is at the same time subnormal and 
pronormal is actually normal, the concepts “strong subnormality” and 
“strong normality” coincide. For the same reason, if Jj, A, 5? E J’? with fi 
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strongly normal in R and R in turn strongly normal in !Z, then 5 is strongly 
normal in !$. 
(2) If !$ is a Schunck class, its normalizer is defined thus: 
n(sj) = (G : G has a normal $-projector). 
This construction, due to Blessenohl, is described by Gaschiitz in [6, Defini- 
tion 7.331; he goes on to prove in [6, Theorem 7.341 that n(Sj) is a Schunck 
class, and that the n(s)-projectors are the normalizers of !$projectors. It is 
clear that n($j) is the supremum of the Schunck classes in which !FJ is strongly 
normal; it would be interesting to have a characterization of its boundary. 
The theorem of Doerk that characterizes the maximal elements of X as 
Schunck classes of the form h(G), GE !$J, also shows that the lattice 2 is 
dually atomic. I do not know whether Z is atomic (i.e., whether every 
element contains a minimal element). Indeed, the problem of finding a 
satisfactory description of the minimal elements seems a difficult one, 
perhaps a reflection of the lack of symmetry in the criterion of (2.2). Until the 
minimal elements are understood, there seems little point in attacking the 
more general question of which elements are join-irreducible, although 
Doerk’s success with the maximal elements suggests that the meet-irreducible 
elements of X might be amenable to systematic analysis. We shall now dwell 
briefly on the minimal elements of 2 and shall need the following proposition. 
Although it has a close affinity to (3.4), it is not clear how to combine the two 
results without sacrificing some generality. 
(4.3) Let Sot(G) = NI x .. . x N, be the decomposition of the socle of a 
group G into a direct product of minimal normal subgroups Ni of G. Suppose that 
the components {Ni} are pairwise nonisomorphic as G-modules and that Sot(G) 
is complemented in G, by H say. Let k be aJield of characteristic q not dividing 
1 Soc( G) / , and let U be an irreducible kH-module. Then, there exists an irreducible 
kG-module V, faithful for G, such that U appears as a quotient module of V, . 
Proof. Let W = UC and let 
($) 0 = w, < WI < -** < w, = w, 
be a G-composition series of W. Suppose, for a contradiction, that no compo- 
sition factor is faithful for G. Since Nr ,..., N,. are pairwise nonisomorphic, 
they are the only minimal normal subgroups of G, and therefore, each 
composition factor WJ WiMl contains at least one of them in its kernel. 
Writing M for Sot(G), we can refine ($) into an M-composition series and so 
deduce that every composition factor of W, has some Ni in its kernel. It 
follows easily from the definition of an induced module (or from Mackey’s 
theorem, cf. Huppert [9, V, 16.91) that W, = (U,,,)M = ( UI)M, and 
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therefore, that W, is isomorphic to the direct sum of dim,(U) copies of kM, 
the regular KM-module. Let M = PI x ... x P, be a decomposition of M 
into a direct product of Sylow p,-subgroups Pi . We assert that, since Pi is 
elementary, it has a maximal subgroup that contains none of the subgroups N, . 
To see this, suppose that with suitable notation Pi = Nl x ... :< N, . Let 
NjbeamaximalsubgroupofNi,j= l,...,~,andletN=N~ x ... &NU. 
Consider Pi/m as a vector space over Z, , and with respect to a basis made up -- -- 
from elements chosen one from each N,N/N, let Pi/N denote the subspace 
of vectors with coefficient sum zero. Then, pi is a maximal subgroup of Pi 
and contains no Nj , j = l,..., r. Hence, if M = pi x ... x pt, the group 
M/M is cyclic of order pip, ... p, , and has a faithful, irreducible representa- 
tion over h, because q r p,p, . . . p, . Since all irreducible representations of M 
are afforded by composition factors of the regular module, there exists an 
M-composition factor of W, whose kernel is precisely M. But M contains 
no Ni , and therefore, we have the desired contradiction. Hence, W has a 
composition factor faithful for G. 
Next, we show W has a submodule faithful for G. Let 0 < j < r, let 
X,, = W, and for j 2 1 let Xj = [W, Nr ,..., Nj]. We assert that 
(i) Xj is a G-submodule of W, 
(ii) [XT, Nil = Xj for 1 < i < j, and 
(iii) Xj has a composition factor that is faithful for G. 
These three conditions certainly hold for j = 0 because condition (ii) is 
vacuous. Suppose the assertion is true withj - 1 in place ofj. Since q -t’ / Nj j, 
we have 
Xi-1 = C~,-l(Nj) 0 [X,-l > NJ, 
and [X,-r, Nj] = Xj = [Xi, Nj]. Moreover, the Nj-submodules C,j-l(Nj) 
and Xi are in fact G-submodules because Nj g G and X,-r is by assumption 
a G-submodule. Thus, conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Since condition (iii) 
is satisfied by X,-i , and since all the G-composition factors of Cxjml(Nj) have 
Nj in their kernals, by the Jordan-Holder theorem, Xj has a composition 
factor faithful for G. This completes the induction step. Therefore, condition 
(ii) holds withj = Y, and in particular, we have X, # 1. Let V be a G-sub- 
module of X, . By condition (ii), we have [V, Nil = V for i = 1,2 ,..., r. 
Hence, V is faithful for G, as desired. The proof can now be completed in 
exactly the same way as in (3.4). 
It is to be hoped that Schunck classes that are in some sense small are 
minimal in &‘. For example, one might expect that a Schunck class generated 
by a single group is minimal, and this is indeed the case as the next result 
shows. 
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(4.4) Let 9 be a nontrivial Schunck class, and suppose that !+j n ‘p” contains 
only finitely many isomorphism classes for each prime p. Then, jj is a minimal 
element of 2%. 
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that R Q 43 and (1) # 52 # 5. 
Let B be a group of minimal order in $\R. Then, by a standard argument, we 
have B E b(Si). 
Case 1. B E C(p) for some p E L? Since R # (l), there is a prime q 
such that C(q) E R. Let Ei = E(pi/p). Th en, Ei is a primitive group with a 
normal R-projector Soc(E,). It follows that Ei 4 a(R), and therefore, by (2.2), 
that Ei $ b(sj). But EJSoc(EJ E Jj because B E J3, and hence, Ei E 5 n ‘$F 
for all i 3 0. This contradicts the hypothesis. 
Case 2. B is not cyclic. Write N = Sot(B), let p be the prime dividing 
1 N /, and let C E Camp(B). Since C # 1, it is not difficult to show that 
there exists a prime q, different from p, such that Q(C) n ‘$V contains a 
nontrivial group, C/K say. Let r E N, let D, = B, x ... x B, denote the 
direct product of r copies of B, and use the suffix i to denote the appropriate 
image under a fixed isomorphism B - Bi . Let M = Ni x ... x N, 
(= Soc(D,)), let L = C, x ... x C, , and let S be the normal subgroup of C 
such that S/K = Soc(C/K). Then, S/K, as a q-chief factor of C, may be 
considered as a Z,L-module, U say, via the action of the first component C, 
ofL; thus, ker(L on U) = S, x C, x ... x C, . Since D, clearly satisfies the 
hypotheses of (4.3), there exists an irreducible E,D,-module V, faithful for 
D, , such that U is isomorphic to a quotient module, V/W say, of V, . Let 
G, = [V] . D, . Since B E $ and Schunck classes are closed under direct 
products, we have D, E 8. Hence, the primitive group G, belongs either to 9 
or to b(b). But L is a R-projector of D, and VL/ W ker(L on V/W) z C/K E A. 
Hence, we have G, $ a(R), and therefore, by (2.2) G, E !$ for all r 2 1. This 
again contradicts the hypothesis that & n ‘pq contains only finitely many 
isomorphism classes, and the proof is complete. 
Some “large” Schunck classes also can be minimal in Z, as is witnessed 
by the next result. 
(4.5) The Schunck class ‘%r of groups of nilpotent length at most r (3 1) is 
a minimal element of A?. 
Proof. Let 9 = a*, and suppose, for a contradiction, that there exists a 
proper, nontrivial Schunck subclass R of $3 strongly contained in 5. Let B be 
a group in 9 n b(R) with nilpotent length I(B), = s say, as large as possible. 
Since $ n b(s) # (l), we have s > 1. Let N = Sot(B), and let p be the 
prime dividing 1 N I. 
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Suppose that s < r. If 4 E II, q # p, we know from (3.4) that B has a 
faithful irreducible module I’, over Z, , and that [V,] . B E 5J3. Apply this 
construction repeatedly to obtain a primitive group Gi = V,V,+r ... VrB, 
where Vi is a faithful irreducible module for Gi-i over i& and qi + qiel for 
z-=2,3 ,..., i. Let GO = B. If m = r - s, it is easy to see that /(G,) = r. 
Let qm+l be an arbitrary prime, choose qm coprime to qmfl / G,,-r 1, and let E 
be a J&projector of G, . If E contains V, = Soc(G,), then V, coincides with 
the Fitting subgroupF(E) of E by choice of qm , and therefore, E has nilpotent 
length at least s because E/Vm covers a section of G,/V,,, isomorphic with 
BIN. Since q,+l # qm , it is not hard to see that V,,,,, * E contains a group of 
length t(E) + 1 > s, a group that therefore belongs to R by choice of s. But 
this is impossible because G,,, E b(J3) L a(R) by (2.2). Therefore, we may 
suppose that V, < E, and may appeal to (3.4) to ensure that V,,, restricted 
to E contains a trivial quotient module. Because b(Sj) E a(R), we have 
C(q,+,) E (V,,, * E) & b(R), and therefore, since the choice of q,+]. was 
arbitrary, R = (l), a contradiction. 
Finally, suppose that s = r. Then, E E Camp(B) is a %-projector of B, and 
again by (3.4), we can arrange that V, restricted to E contains a trivial quotient 
module. Since Gr = [VI] . B E b(5), as above we have C(q) E b(R) for all 
q # p, and therefore, 52 & Q,, . Let G be a primitive group in ‘%z’+l\%r such 
that p 1 / Soc(G)I and p +’ j G : Sot(G)]. Since Sz # (l), we have C(p) E R, 
and therefore, Sot(G) is the &projector of G. But clearly, G E b($) S a(R), 
and we have reached a final contradiction, which completes the proof. 
It would be of interest to know which saturated formations are minimal 
in Z. As a test case, one might begin by restricting attention to the so-called 
primitive saturated formations (see [8, Sect. 41). 
As we saw in Section 2, the set &@ of Schunck classes with the D-property 
forms a sublattice of 8. Does Z have other interesting sublattices ? Are 
there other natural properties that can be imposed on Schunck classes to 
characterize a sublattice of &‘? Two obvious sublattices that spring to mind 
are the following: 
Y ={G*:Trgn} 
in which 6,1 v 6, = a G,,+ 2 and 6,1 A 6,Z = $,nnz , and 
22 ={Q,:n&l7}, 
in which Qrl v Q,,* = Q,,l,,Z , and Qml A Q,,* = a,,+ . 
Both 9’ and 9 are, in fact, sublattices of Wood’s subla&e 9. We end with 
an example to show the the set 9 of all saturated formations does not form a 
sublattice of &‘, a fact that may help to explain why the maximal elements of 
(9, <) are intractable. 
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(4.6) If U denotes the class of supersoluble groups, the class (I& g2) is not 
a formation. 
Proof. Let S g SL(2,3). Th en, S = QT, with Q a normal quaternion 
group of order 8, and T a Sylow 3-subgroup of order 3. Because PSL(2,5) g 
A, contains a Sylow 2-subgroup whose normalizer is isomorphic with A, , and 
because SL(2, 5), whose center has order 2, has a quaternion Sylow 2-sub- 
group (cf. Huppert [9, II, S.lO]), S can be embedded as a subgroup of 
SL(2, 5). Let U be the natural &module for SL(2, 5) restricted to S; U is 
irreducible and faithful for S. The group T has just two irreducible modules 
over Z, , the trivial module and a faithful module, V say, of &-dimension 2. 
Since U, is nontrivial, we have Ur g V. Consider V as an S-module in the 
usual way, with ker(S on V) = Q. We claim that the S-module U & V, call 
it W, is irreducible. Since Z(S) is represented by the scalar matrii -1 on 
W, the S-composition factors of W are faithful for S. Thus, if W is not 
irreducible, by Maschke’s theorem, we must have W = W, @ W, , where 
WI and W, are faithful two-dimensional S-submodules. As remarked above, 
the submodules W, and W, restricted to T are isomorphic with V. Easy 
computation then shows that W, (g V Or, V) is isomorphic with 
lr @ lr @ V, a contradiction. Therefore, Wis irreducible and / C,( T)I = 52. 
Now, let G = [IVj . S. A U-projector of G is C,(T) Z(S)T, and the 9J2- 
projectors are the conjugates of S. Hence, G E (U,‘R2). If (U, 912) were a 
formation, it would be saturated, and therefore, would contain [U] . S. 
Since C,(T) = 1, the subgroup Z(S) T is a U-projector of [Ul * S contained 
in the ‘+I&projector S. Hence, [U] . SE b((U, !R2)), and {U, 5R2) is not a 
formation. 
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